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FROM THE CHAIR
March marks the midpoint of my term as Chairman. I hope you, as members feel that the Club is giving
you the support and opportunities that you expect. Please let me know your views at
brazzle@iafrica.com
The AGM will take place at 14h30 on Saturday March 5th at the Crankhandle Club. Please support this
meeting; we need approximately 60 members to achieve a quorum. We will have refreshments and free
drinks to get you through the afternoon.
The quorum is the one change we want to make to the Club’s constitution. Currently the constitution
states:
9.16 Quorums at Annual and Special General Meetings shall be twenty five percent (25%) of members.
We would like to change this to:
9.16 Quorums at Annual and Special General Meetings shall be 40 members in good standing or twenty
five percent (25%) of members in good standing, whichever is the least.
Reason:
At the last two AGMs we have not achieved a quorum because the 25% arrangement is onerous,
especially because of the two votes held by family members.
Note that we have decided to leave the definition of ‘Family Member’ as is, so there is no second resolution.
To vote at the AGM, you need to have paid your 2016 subscription and Philip tells me that there are
still 37 subscriptions outstanding. Please pay before the AGM to be able to vote, our bank details are
on page 2 of The Breed. Hildegarde, (Hildegarde@richpumps.co.za) our Membership Secretary can
confirm if you have paid.
Finally, we are starting a comprehensive update of our website to make it more appealing in the next few
weeks. If you have any ideas for changes, please let me know at the above email address.
February to April is the best time of the year in Cape Town, so enjoy your MG motoring!

Brian
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CONTACT DETAILS:		

EDITOR’S CORNER

CLUB OFFICIALS - 2015-16
President			
			
			

Dieter Reck
021 852 4277 083 233 8437
reck.dieter@gmail.com

Vice-Presidents 		
			
			
			

Charles Batham &
Ralph Clarke
021 913 2536
claral@mweb.co.za

Trustees 			
			
			
			
			
			

Ralph Clarke
021 913 2536
claral@mweb.co.za
Garth Green
021 701 9273, 082 719 6012
headlam@telkomsa.net

Committee

It was refreshing to receive appreciative feedback from
a delighted reader who resides in Johannesburg. A
few months ago he advertised in The Breed looking for
a T-Type, had a positive response and is now the proud
owner of a 1950 MG TD. By the sounds of things he may
be joining the MG family in the near future.
Once again it was good to see Chris Vernon, an MG
member from the UK, enjoying our Club visit to the Cheetah
Outreach Centre.
Anniversaries are very special as you will gather from
Dieter’s fascinating insight into the history of his TC, on
pages 6 & 7. Isn’t it interesting to read stories like this, from
Club members who have had some MaGical moments
and want to share them with us?

Chairman 		
			
			

Brian Aslett
021 671 9250, 083 267 3742
brazzle@iafrica.com

Honorary Secretary 		
			
			

Peter Flowers
021 975 4475, 078 639 0151
flowersp@telkomsa.net

Honorary Treasurer 		
			
			

Philip Roux
021 683 6979, 083 448 7352
philipjroux@gmail.com

Social Secretary 		
			
			

Ken Smith
021 552 2596, 083 280 8281
gloriana@telkomsa.net

Publications Secretary
and Editor 		
			

Fran Johnson
021 554 1097, 082 733 7258
franjohnson35@hotmail.com

There will not be a Natter & Noggin in March due to the
AGM being held on 5th March. Last date for submission
of articles for April issue is 23rd March.

Register Secretary 		
			
			

Mike Johnson
021 554 1097, 082 733 7258
franjohnson35@hotmail.com

Fran

Committee member
without Portfolio 		
			

Martin Davies
021 979 2110, 083 269 5483
iti31680@mweb.co.za

Ex-Officio:		

Veteran’s Secretary		
			

Jo Hitchcock
021 939 3803, 082 446 1092

Membership Secretary
			
			

Hildegarde Rich
021 903 3426, 082 660 3538
Hildegarde@richpumps.co.za

Regalia			
			
			

Rita Floyd
021 788 7684, 071 911 596
beckerfloydr@gmail.com

Club Historian 		
			
			

Garth Green
021 701 9273, 082 719 6012
headlam@telkomsa.net

Crankhandle Club Liaison
			
			

Robin Rich
021 903 3426, 082 660 3538
robin@richpumps.co.za

MMM Register Captain
			
			

Bill ten Oever
021 914 6102, 082 695 2267
tenoeverbill@gmail.com

T Register Captain 		
			
			

Mike Johnson
021 554 1097, 082 733 7258
franjohnson35@hotmail.com

MGA Register Captain
			
			

Pat Coyne
021 785 4933, 072 348 4493
pacman@kingsley.co.za

MGB Register Captain
			
			

Willis Smit
021 554 2230 083 675 5224
willis.smitoo@gmail.com

Moderns Register Captain
			
			

Ken Smith
021 552 2596, 083 280 8281
gloriana@telkomsa.net

A forthcoming event to diarise and whet your appetites can
be found on page 10. It is almost time to start planning for
the 2017 Cape Centres Gathering in The Wilderness.

There was a membership payment into the Club
bank account on 9th February for R230.00 without
a reference or name.
Please contact Hildegarde:
Hildegarde@richpumps.co.za

Our bank details are:
Bank: 			
Standard Bank
Account: 		
MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code: 		
036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:
271157925
Disclaimer:
Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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OUT AND ABOUT
MARCH
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday

5th

Thursday

13th
20th
31st

APRIL
Tuesday
Thursday

12th
28th

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street,
Wynberg 2.30pm
Chairman’s breakfast run to Nitida Wine Estate, details below
British Sports Car Tour, details in the February issue of The Breed

Veteran’s run to Bloemendal wine estate, Durbanville, details below
Natter & Noggin at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg 7.30pm
Veteran’s run, details in the April issue of The Breed

Chairman’s breakfast run to Nitida Wine Estate, Durbanville

Sunday 13th March

Arrive at Nitida restaurant by 09.30am, make your own way there or meet up with a few friends for a run
either before or after breakfast. We need to know final numbers by10th March so bookings can be made
to Ken or Gloria 021 552 2596 / 083 280 8281 email: gloriana@telkomsa.net
Veteran’s run to Bon Amis Restaurant Thursday 31st March

Bill and Lucille ten Oever

We have arranged a scenic route to Bloemendal Wine Estate (Bon Amis Restaurant) for lunch.
Approximate distance will be 30km from Milnerton Lighthouse. Meet at Milnerton Lighthouse,
Woodbridge Island by 11.00hrs to depart at 11:30hrs. The route will take us through the back roads and
vineyards of Durbanville. A route schedule will be handed out at the start of the run.
The menu is as follows:
Didi’s Chicken Pie with pumpkin fritters in a caramel sauce (R80.00)
Sylvia’s Bobotie with sambals and chutney (R80.00)
Cook’s beer battered hake and chips with homemade tartar sauce and grilled lemon - the chips may be
replaced with a fresh salad (R80.00)
Chef’s Pasta served with parmesan, chilli and garlic (R75.00)
Wine will be on sale at the restaurant at a reasonable price. You are unable to bring your own wine as the
Bon Amis Restaurant is situated on a Wine Estate.
We look forward to seeing you all at this event!
To book please contact Bill ten Oever 021 914 6102 / 082 695 2267
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THE REAL REASONS WHY BOYS SHOULD INVEST IN THEIR TOYS
Certain investors buy fine art, rare coins, gold or diamonds. However, classic cars offer so much more
than merely an item to admire or wear – a classic car is a passion, a lifestyle. The esteem value it offers
whets many a taste bud.
Speak to any enthused collector who travels far and wide to participate in a vintage car shows or races
and tinkers on his vehicle during weekends. A classic car is a package-deal of prestige and enjoyment.
It is also proving to be a highly lucrative and value-holding asset.
Despite the world-wide recession, classic cars of the right model and marque, have managed to
prove ‘recession-proof’. The classic car market runs independently of the peaks and troughs of other
commodities, demand and interest has exploded in the last few years. Classic cars are a tangible asset,
unlike shares, and help to diversify your portfolio. Diversification is important in economic times such as
these. As long as the vehicle is in good condition and does not need major work, it should appreciate in
value within three to five years; therefore the return on investment is noted over a short duration. This
draws a marked comparison to many other investments, requiring a longer investment term in order to
realise gains due to the volatility.
Old Mutual points out that buying a classic car requires you to follow the same principles as when pursuing
any other investment – find a classic that will not be impacted by time or trends. As with any investment,
common sense, good taste and research are crucial. Just as one is encouraged to ‘Know your client’
(KYC) we could easily use the acronym KYC to sum up the requirement ‘Know your car’.
The statistics support this. According to the History Automobile Group International Index, in 2011, the
top 50 collectible classic cars increased by 13.89% per annum, whilst gold had growth of only 9.93% per
annum. Gold has proven to be the asset to hold during economic instability. Whilst in the past few years
have proven to be just that, these returns draw an interesting comparison. In the last decade, classic cars
have increased in value by 395% versus fine art at 199%. The prices for the top classic cars increased
by 10.33% during the first half of 2012.
What truly separates this investment from gold though, is the pleasure factor. The ability to stand out
from the crowd and a fascinating dinner party conversation piece, a classic car is clearly an attractive and
prudent investment, providing more than just a return on capital.
(Editor’s note: This article was sourced from ‘Country Life’ Magazine, 2013 by Richard Grinstead.
Thanks to Linda of ‘Country Life’ for allowing it to be published in The Breed)
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SOCIAL NEWS
MARCH BIRTHDAYS
3 Joan Parker
6 Sue Terrapon
7 Gerald Wright, Dave Hendry
10 Rosa Ballantyne, Buddy Mockford
12 Ralph Clarke
13 Shirley Hill
14 Donald Campbell
15 Bill Cox
16 Peter Haley
17 Len Victor
21 Riki Carriem
22 Gavin McNaughton
26 Jackie Tipping
27 Ronnie Grace, Shirley le Roux
29 Lucille ten Oever
Happy birthday to you all!

NEW MEMBERS
# 1329 Joe and Christie Loedolff, Grabouw CM ( MGB GT ) email: joeloedolff@gmail.com
021 851 2760 / 082 902 0030
# 1330 Dave and Janet Lyons, Hout Bay email: drl@mweb.co.za 082 808 0910

Condolences It is with sadness to report that John Saunders passed away peacefully on 10.02.2016
at the age of 82. John served as Social Secretary of the MGCC in 1971 and as Chairman until 1974.
He will be remembered not only for his organisational talent and leadership qualities, but also for his gift
to recite limericks, ditties and Rugby songs in the best of Welsh tradition. Together with his wife Pam
they were regular participants either in their TD or MGC. It is due to his perseverance that the Cape
Town Club gained affiliation to the MGCC Ltd. Abingdon and thus opening the way for the local Club to
be part of a worldwide family of MG enthusiasts. Our sincere condolences are extended to Pam and
son Michael.
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ANNIVERSARIES - Dieter Reck
It suddenly dawned on me that this year, 2016, has a special significance for me and the Reck family
as a whole, when reflecting back on the way our MGs have brought much joy (and pain sometimes) but
genuinely have had a major influence on our lives over the years.
30 Year Anniversary– Accident 1986 My mother, sister and brother- in-law had just arrived from
Germany for a holiday with us in Somerset West, and I thought it would be appropriate to buy some
roses on the occasion of Valentine’s Day 1986, 30 years ago. Travelling home from work along the
N2 past the airport runway, roses on the passenger seat, a Mini carrying a mattress on the back seat
swerved into the path of the TC and caused the car to flip over and skid along upside down in the fast
lane. It suddenly made sense to me why T-types were never fitted with seat belts, and why the doors
were cut out in that typical fashion. It would allow an unfortunate driver just to duck down and wait for
the car to be uprighted before climbing out, thus preventing more serious injuries.
To my incredible luck, at the very moment of the accident, Brian Hogg happened to drive past in the
opposite direction, recognized the car, went back to work to inform Loraine of the accident and collect
a trailer to retrieve the vehicle. For three weeks I was wrapped up like Frankenstein in bandages to
protect the new skin that was re-establishing itself all over my back. Luckily no bones were broken!

TC after the accident

TC with grey undercoat

An extensive and urgent rebuild was necessary to bring the car back into shape, as I had committed
myself to attend the Johannesburg Indaba in October that year. In the company of Grenville Wilkinson
and Roger Mills, we towed the TC on an A-frame behind my trusty Passat, together we had a hilarious
time en route to the Transvaal and in the TC in the thin air of Joburg.
40 Year Anniversary - Mazelspoort Indaba By 1976, the family had increased by one. Martin was now
5 and Nicki 3 years old. Two years earlier, we as a family had attended the first Indaba in East London,
with the car still in grey undercoat. After a complete rebuild there had just not been enough time for a
final paint coat to be applied. But this time round the TC was finished in gleaming red, all chrome work
had been re-done and it was just a perfect picture to look at! With every tiny space packed full of stuff
we were well on our way to the Free State when disaster struck. Just outside Laingsburg a half-shaft
snapped and left us immobilized. The car was parked in a garage, our children and luggage were spread
amongst the other MGs in the convoy and at a reduced pace, we travelled to Beaufort West. There we
picked up a Bakkie which was kindly loaned to us by Dennis Billingham, our President at the time. At
the Indaba I managed to borrow a shaft from a Natal member which I was able to install without a hitch
on the way back home. At least we returned to Somerset West under our own steam, but needless to
say, it was not the kind of event we had been looking forward to. However, the evidence of comradery
and club spirit made it a truly memorable experience.
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45 Year Anniversary - Urgent Delivery January 1971, baby son Martin made it known to his mother with
unmistakable signs, he wanted to be born. With a two and a half hour delay after receiving the happy
news, I returned home from work to take Loraine from Somerset West to the Mowbray Clinic in our TC.
Apart from the obligatory maternity case, there was of course Moshe, our Bull Terrier, to be taken to the
in-laws, and the camera case to record the start of the first Cape-to-Rio race the following day. All was
packed neatly but had to be re-arranged halfway into town when we were showered by the only summer
rain storm of the season, and Moshe was looking for a dry place on Loraine’s lap. Impatiently the doctor
and Matron were awaiting our arrival but, on seeing the car, the Gynaecologist handed Loraine to the
Nurse and insisted on having a look under the car’s bonnet. Martin’s arrival went without complications
and I was able to take mother and baby home in the open TC a few days later, in bright sunshine all the
way!
50 Year Anniversary - Acquisition I bought the TC in 1966 for the highly inflated amount of R525.00,
(R300.00 of which I had to borrow from Loraine’s Mom). Half a century later I am still grateful for her
generosity and her trust in me that I would repay the loan.
70 Year Anniversary - My TC According to Mike Allison’s records, the production date of chassis no TC
870 was somewhere between February and May 1946. Now, at the age of 70, that very car still gives
me more pleasure than anything else of a similar vintage (Loraine excluded, of course!) The joy and
exhilaration one gets when driving slowly down tree-lined avenues or belting away into the distance on a
smooth freeway at a steady 3500 revs is beyond description. No other car will ever do that for me.
75 Year Anniversary - My OWN It has been a long and winding road for both car and owner and if
both of them show a little patina, it is with justification. They don’t build cars like this any longer, and who
knows what the next generation of MG enthusiasts will be like at our age!

Still a joy to drive!
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Veterans outing to the Cheetah Outreach Centre - John and Brenda Bulman
We assembled at the Engen 1 Stop on the N2 on a partly cloudy, cool day which was a relief from
previous 30 deg. C plus temperatures – ideal top down motoring weather. After a short drive we arrived
at the Cheetah Outreach facility, Paardevlei which is part of the old dynamite factory between Somerset
West and Strand and were introduced to our guide, Justin, who is a volunteer on the programme. We
watched a short video following which Justin gave us a talk on the plight of free ranging Cheetahs.
The Cheetah is now classified as an endangered species, there being 100,000 in existence a century
ago but the population is down to approximately 6,600 worldwide, of which South Africa has fewer than
500 free ranging cats. The reasons for this include conflict with farmers, loss of habitat, decrease in
prey and fragmentation of the population leading to inbreeding.
The purpose of Cheetah Outreach is to promote awareness of the plight of the cats through
environmental education and campaign for its survival by using the Cheetahs as ‘Ambassadors’.
Cheetahs are often unfairly blamed by farmers for losses in livestock when the culprits are more often
other predators such as Jackals and Leopards consequently the farmers would set traps, poison bait or
shoot the animals. The Cheetah is unlikely to be the culprit as it does not hunt at night and will only kill
prey that it can chase - sheep are too slow!
However a solution is at hand. Cheetah Outreach have a facility in Limpopo where they breed
Anatolian Livestock Guarding Dogs which they donate at 6 months old to the farmers at which stage
the dogs ‘bond’ with the sheep. These dogs promote non-lethal predator control where they will
aggressively confront any intruders or threats to the herd from wild animals. This programme has
proved so successful that there is a waiting list for the dogs and the incidence of Cheetahs being
trapped or shot on farms has reduced considerably.
Following the video and talk we had a guided tour of several separate enclosures containing animals
who share the same environment as the Cheetah and also benefit from the Anatolian Dog programme,
including bat eared foxes, serval, caracal and jackals.
We then congregated on a viewing platform overlooking the Cheetah enclosures where we had a Q&A
session with our guide who proved to be very knowledgeable and gave us too much information to list
here. Cheetahs can attain a speed of 120 km/hr but do not have the stamina to run for more than 30
seconds, they can accelerate from a standing start to match a F1 car!
It is sad to note that at the present rate of decline these graceful creatures could be extinct in the wild in
15 years.
After the visit we proceeded to the L’Auberge du Paysan restaurant in Raithby for an excellent,
reasonably priced lunch where judging from the noise levels, a good time was had by all.
Many thanks go to Brian Hogg who organised an enjoyable and educational day. 42 members plus 1
visitor attended in 2 TCs, 2 TDs, 2 MGAs, 2 MGBs, 5 MGB GTs, 2 MGCs, 5 modern TFs and 1 plastic.
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Valentine’s Day run to Riebeek West - Gloria Smith
The monthly Sunday outing on 14th February, St Valentine’s Day was a run to Riebeek West with lunch
at the Ox and Wagon restaurant.
Proprietors, Charlene and Marius, served good food and then gave us a delicious dessert, free of
charge. The day was a great success with good food, great company and fine weather.
A small bottle of ‘Bubbly’ was presented to each of the ladies in celebration of Valentine’s Day,
compliments of the M.G. Car Club. Three people cancelled at the last minute, due to ill health.
We hope by now they have all recovered and we look forward to the next outing in March.

Technical Talk
SAIC Motor Company -

Pat Coyne

MG’s parent company, SAIC Motor has entered the Global Fortune Top 100 in 2015 with the company’s
11th appearance. In 2014, SAIC moved up 18 places to 85th place with revenue of USD 92 billion.
For the year 2015 SAIC has made fantastic gains moving up 25 places to 20th position. At the top of
the ranking is the US retail giant, Wal-Mart in number one position again. There are 10 Chinese companies ahead of SAIC, but SAIC is way ahead of well-known companies: i.e. Microsoft, Sony, Amazon, Google, Coca -Cola and Walt Disney. So in spite of some unfavourable European motoring press,
MG’s future looks bright.
Temperature Gauge - Peter James
Our beautiful, superbly conditioned 1960 MGA 1600 had been running like a dream since purchasing
it years ago. But of course this is what one would expect from a Quinn ‘complete do-over’. Until her
heat gauge dropped from its normal 160 degrees –yes 160, all the time, to zero. With Maureen on
the computer, picking up all the USA web information relevant to gauges (oil pressure and H20) it was
decided that the gauge would have to come out to be sent to Cape Town for specialist repair.
Here in the country there is always a surprise around the corner. Coy Snyman, owner of Bredasdorp
Verkoeling, called me last Friday morning to ask me to bring the A to him right away. After checking
the water temperature connections, he decided to outdo the Yanks and sent me to the local pharmacy
for ether, a syringe and the thinnest syringe needles. Armed with the pharmacist’s supplies, he set
to work. He promptly cut the protected heat line in the middle, injected ether into the capillary tube,
brazed the joints, removed the temporary plug, reconnected the bulb to the engine and started the car.
To describe the look on Coy’s face when the needle rose to 160 degrees, was impossible. He was
more overjoyed than I was. To date the gauge is still running and reading perfectly.
So you see, way out here in this lovely country area of Napier/Bredasdorp, there are special people
who are so willing to be of assistance with kindness.
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MG CAR CLUB COMBINED CAPE CENTRES
2017 GATHERING
THE WILDERNESS
25th – 28th MAY

29th January 2016
Dear Fellow MGCC Chairmen
This is the first notice to inform you that the 2017 CAPE CENTRES GATHERING will take place from
Thursday 25th to Sunday 28th MAY 2017 based at the Wilderness Hotel, Wilderness. We would be
grateful if you would advise your centre’s members accordingly.
Towards the end of February 2016, an invitation to attend together with the registration forms will be
sent to you electronically and we would request that you distribute these to your members.
We look forward to welcoming you to the event and trust that you will enjoy it to the fullest.
Kind regards,
Bruce Henderson
(Chairman, South Cape Centre)
brucejhenderson@gmail.com
044 382 1989 / 082 568 7976
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Having been one of a small group that started The Breed so many years ago it gives me great pleasure
to read it whenever I get a chance. I have just read the November 2015 issue and was greatly pleased
to see so many of my old friends mentioned. Dieter still going strong, I was considering buying a house
very near him recently, Dave Lyons, who I knew up in Johannesburg seems to be maintaining his
standards. But a real pleasant surprise was to see the article about Abie Fullard. Abie and I go back
many years in business but car wise I thought he was a confirmed Italian car lover. Welcome to the fun
of MG Abie!
I am still having challenges with the PB’s carburettors but will get them right soon. The heatwave up
here is having a very negative effect on my desire to work in the work-shop. I still have a 1912 Humber,
well known in Cape Town when in the hands of MG Car Club and Crankhandle member George Kinnes,
but that has a serious case of ali-rot in the time chain cover which is beyond welding.
Who said when you retire you get bored.
Cheers and love to everybody,
Henry Watermeyer
Dear MG friends,
I live in the Netherlands and I am the owner of a 1954 MG TF 1250cc. The original colour was green, at
present it is black. Heritage Trust Certificate no: 2005/7199 - T Register no: 6256 - Licence no:
AH-60-94 Chassis No: TF3723 - Original Engine No: XPAG/TF/33654 - Build date: 03-03-1954 Notes: HDE 33/3723. I am missing a piece of history of this car. I was wondering if someone can help
me to learn more about my car during the period 1954-1960.
1954		
1960-1973
1972-1980
1980-2000
12-10-2000
13-12-2000
01-08-2005
04-08-2014

Export ?							
Carol Higgins in Salisbury – Licence plate RSB 8539
Philip Saunders re-registered no: 156-647-S			
Philip Saunders brought it back				
Fa. Moto-Build						
C. Galjaard							
M.Hartgers							
H. Gloaguen							

Thanks for your effort and help.
Kind regards,
Hub Gloaguen
Kerkrade / Netherlands
email: spekhof@home.nl
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Congo
Rhodesia
Rhodesia
England
Middlesex
Vught		
Huissen
Kerkrade

England
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands

I thought your readers might find this story too good to be true.
During the early 70s my brother and I had a small engineering business in KwaZulu-Natal where we
refurbished old cars. February 1972 I had to collect a water pump from a farmer for repairs, when I
arrived at the farm in my old Peugeot 404 (1963) I was amazed to see an MG parked in the fowl run
being used as a chicken coop, the doors were left open to allow the chickens to roost at night.
As it was raining at the time and I could not see too well and at first I thought it was a MG 1100, not a
very popular car those days. On closer inspection I saw it was an MG (BGT) and I got excited. The
farmer explained that the car was bought new for his son in 1967, with the promise he would complete
his studies and obtain a degree at Natal University. Alas his son disappointed him by not continuing his
studies and had run off to marry his school girlfriend and seek his fortunes overseas, leaving the car
behind. The car was parked under a lean-to which was later converted into a chicken run. It was in a
terrible condition and covered in dust and chicken litter. I ask if he would sell it and did a fair swop for
my 404 Peugeot and R300 cash. The car was lifted onto a trailer and taken to the workshop, where
we stripped it and did a total make-over. In 1980 I decided to sell the car and sold it to a dentist from
Vryheid for the sum of R25,000. I never saw the car again as I sold my shares in the business and
moved to Durban and later to Gordon`s Bay.
This year Alison, my wife and I decided to have lunch in Franschhoek and on the way I wanted to pop
into the Motor Car Museum (Rupert’s car museum) as I have always been interested in motor cars.
When I arrived at the museum I was informed that the International MG Sports Car Club was visiting
and the car park was filled with MG cars from all over the world. Walking amongst the magnificent
examples of all different models of MGs from the early 1950`s TC and TF as well as MGAs and Tourers.
I noticed a red MB (BGT) and on closer examination I recognised the St. Christopher on the dashboard
and a ‘cosworth’ wooden steering wheel …… this was my old car I sold 34 years ago…… I thought too
good to be true. I traced the owner and yes it was the car I sold in 1980. The car was bought out of
a deceased estate (the late Dr. Van Niekerk) from Vryheid for the sum of R50,000 and now owned by
a certain Mr. Badenhorst of Vryheid. He was surprised and found it strange that I knew the car so well
and incidentally he spent no money on the car, except for tyres and the usual service. What a lovely
story and especially when I know the car is in good care.
Regards,
Keith Lauwrens

email: kltrade@mweb.co.za
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FOR SALE
MG ZR 160 (2004) red, 3-door, 112 000kms. Bodywork good, new stainless steel exhaust fitted.
Cylinder head repaired before Xmas. R45 000 Contact: Teena 021 919 2072 / 083 998 1491
email: teenaandbutch@telkmosa.net
MG TF 160 hardtop for sale - silver, needs to be resprayed and roof lining needs to be replaced. Rear
window is intact. Contact: Eben Grobbelaar email: eben@capebar.co.za
New vintage engine parts for motor vehicles, trucks, motor cycles and tractors. Situated in the Western
Cape. Contact: André Ackerman 021 972 1017 / 083 457 1940 email: arpackerman@gmail.com

WANTED
Centre console for MGB 1976-1980 in any condition, even broken. Contact: Pat Coyne 072 348 4493
email: pacman@kingsley.co.za
Petrol tank and a RH side front seat for an MGB GT 1969. Contact: Neville Wyness 083 307 9936
Spares wanted for 1967 MGB GT (hard top) coupe. 1x left and 1x right engine mounting; 1x gearbox
mounting; 2x sun visors; 1x indicator switch (lever)
Contact: Keith Lauwrens 021 856 3802 / 083 450 9995 email: kltrade@mweb.co.za
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